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Alpha 499:  A strong, water miscible wash with enhanced evaporation rate and           
a citrus scent.  Recommended as a roller wash for the Heidelberg QM. P7101   
 

ABC Wash:  An economical, water miscible blanket and roller wash with a mild, 
pleasant scent. P1600          
 

Auto Roller Wash:  Certified and approved by KBA and Baldwin for use in their                
automatic wash-up units.  P5733     
 

Ecolo-Pro Series:  Our Ecolo-Pro series of blanket washes have been developed 
to comply with emissions rules.  Using soy based blends, these washes can 
meet your specific needs.  A large variety of washes with different concentra-
tions of VOC’s can aid in a gradual transition from conventional washes to 
compliant washes without a sudden change in clean up results. 
 

Power Pro:  A powerful one step wash with water miscible capabilities and a 
pleasant citrus scent.  Very effective in Heidelberg presses equipped with  
automatic blanket and roller wash systems. P5505       
 

Press-Solv 140 & 140K:  Meets the flashpoint requirement that is set by many 
manufacturers, govt. agencies, and insurance companies. Press-Solv 140 & 
140K meet guidelines and clean effectively. Press-Solv 140 has a pleasant cit-
rus scent. Press-Solv140K has a cinnamon fragrance.  P5640 (140)  P5792 (140K) 
 

Press-Solv FA:  A Fogra certified wash with a 142 F flash point and a very mild 
odor.  It is water miscible and contains an anticorrosive agent.  Approved for 
Heidelbergs, KBAs and Man Rolands equipped with auto wash systems. P9398 
 

Press Wash 902X:  A strong one step wash that is Baldwin approved.  Works 
well in Heidelberg, Komori and other presses with automatic blanket and roller 
wash systems. Combats blanket piling when mixed with water.  P1042    
 

Press Wash PWM & PWM Special:  A great cleaning, highly water miscible 
wash that is Baldwin approved.  Mix with up to 50% water to reduce V.O.C.'s 
and cost. Press Wash PWM works well in presses equipped with automatic 
blanket and roller wash systems. P1250 - Press Wash PWM Special is the same 
great cleaning wash, but adds a pleasant citrus scent P5504   
 

Wash #7:  A premium, all purpose, water miscible blanket and roller wash for 
any size shop. Can also be used in presses with automatic systems.  P1116 
  


